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Abstract
Aguilera et al. [DiscreteAppl.Math. 121 (2002) 1–13] give a generalization of a theorem of Lehman
through an extension P¯j of the disjunctive procedure deﬁned by Balas, Ceria and Cornuéjols. This
generalization can be formulated as
(A) For every clutter C, the disjunctive index of its set covering polyhedron Q(C) coincides with
the disjunctive index of the set covering polyhedron of its blocker, Q(b(C)).
In Aguilera et al. [Discrete Appl. Math. 121 (2002) 1–3], (A) is indeed a corollary of the stronger
result
(B) P¯J ([P¯J (Q(C))]B)= [Q(C)]B .
Motivated by the work of Gerards et al. [Math. Oper. Res. 28 (2003) 884–885] we propose a simpler
proof of (B) as well as an alternative proof of (A), independent of (B). Both of them are based on
the relationship between the “disjunctive relaxations” obtained by P¯j and the set covering polyhedra
associated with some particular minors of C.
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In this note we work with the notation and concepts used in [1] and add some other
speciﬁc notation. Let us ﬁrst recall some deﬁnitions and known results.
Given U ⊂ Rn, conv(U) denotes the convex hull of the elements of U. For a polyhedron
Q ⊂ Rn, Q∗ denotes the polyhedron
Q∗ = conv(Q ∩ Zn).
A polyhedron Q is of blocking type if Q ⊂ Rn+ and if yx ∈ Q implies y ∈ Q. It is
known that if Q is of blocking type, then Q∗ also is. The blocker QB of a blocking type
polyhedron Q, is deﬁned by
QB = { ∈ Rn+ :  · x1, for all x ∈ Q},
and it is known that (QB)B = Q.
In [1],Aguilera et al. work on [0, 1] blocking type polyhedra, i.e. blocking type polyhedra
with extreme points in [0, 1]n. For j ∈ {1, ..., n}, they deﬁne a disjunctive procedure over
Q as
P¯j (Q)= Pj (Q0)+ Rn+,
whereQ0=Q∩[0, 1]n andPj denotes the procedure deﬁned byBalas, Ceria andCornuéjols.
This new procedure satisﬁes similar properties as those of Pj , all of them proved in [1].
In particular, given J = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, since applying iteratively the procedure
does not depend on the order, P¯i1(P¯i2(...(P¯ik (Q)))) can be denoted by P¯J (Q).
Given R ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, let
HR = {x ∈ Rn+ : xi = 0 for i ∈ R} and GR = {x ∈ Rn+ : xi1 for i ∈ R}.
Throughout the rest of this note, J will be a ﬁxed subset of {1, . . . , n} and we will write
any x ∈ Rn as x = (x, x˜), where x ∈ R|J | and x˜ ∈ Rn−|J |.
Given R ⊂ J and Q a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron, we denote R = J\R and
QR = Q ∩HR ∩ GR .
In [1] it is proved that
P¯J (Q)= conv
(⋃
R⊂J
QR
)
. (1)
Hence
Q∗ ⊂ P¯J (Q) ⊂ Q and P¯{1,...,n}(Q)= Q∗. (2)
This last equality allows talking about the minimum number of iterations needed so as
to ﬁnd Q∗, which is called the disjunctive index of Q. It is clear that Q∗ = Q if and only if
the disjunctive index of Q is zero.
From (1) every extreme point of P¯J (Q) is an extreme point of QR , for some R ⊂ J . Let
xR denote, for any R ⊂ J , the point in {0, 1}|J | with xRi = 1 if and only if i ∈ R. We have
the following:
Lemma 1. Let x = (x, x˜) ∈ Rn+. If x is an extreme point of QR then x = xR .
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Proof. Follows from the facts that x ∈ HR ∩ GR and QR is a [0, 1] blocking type
polyhedron. 
Corollary 2. If x= (x, x˜) ∈ Rn+ is an extreme point of P¯J (Q) then there existsR ⊂ J with
x = xR .
This note deals with [0, 1] blocking type polyhedra Q(C), coming from a clutter C.
A clutterC is deﬁned as a family of subsets (called the edge set), none ofwhich is included
in another, of some ﬁnite base set V = {1, . . . , n} (called the vertex set). A transversal of C
is a subset ofV that intersects every edge ofC. The blocker b(C) ofC is the clutter with the
same vertex set as C, where its edges are the minimal transversals of C. It is well known
that b(b(C))= C.
The set covering polyhedron associated with C is deﬁned as
Q(C)= {x ∈ Rn+ : Ax1}, (3)
where A is the clutter matrix of C, i.e. the matrix with columns indexed by the elements
of V and whose rows are the characteristic vectors of the edges. It is known that Q(C) and
[Q(b(C))]∗ is a blocking pair of polyhedra, i.e.
[Q(C)]B = [Q(b(C))]∗. (4)
A clutter C is ideal if Q(C) is an integral polyhedron, or equivalently, if the disjunctive
index ofQ(C) is zero. Lehman [4] established that if a clutter is ideal then also is its blocker.
In other words, the disjunctive index of Q(C) is zero if and only if the disjunctive index of
Q(b(C)) is zero.Assertion (A) stated in the abstract generalizes Lehman’s theorem, proving
that the disjunctive indices of Q(C) and Q(b(C)) always coincide.
Throughout the rest of this note, we work with a ﬁxed clutter C and denote Q= Q(C).
Our proofs of (A) and (B) in the abstract are essentially based on the relationship between
extreme points of P¯J (Q) and [P¯J (Q)]B and the set covering polyhedra associated with some
particular minors of C.
Given R and S two disjoint subsets of V, C/R\S denotes the minor of C obtained by
the contraction of vertices in R and deletion of vertices in S. It is known that b(C/R\S)=
b(C)/S\R.
Following [2], contracting a vertex j ∈ V corresponds to setting xj = 0 in the set
covering constraintsAx1 of (3) since column j is removed from A as well as the resulting
dominating rows. Also, deleting j corresponds to setting xj = 1 since column j is removed
from A as well as all rows with a 1 in column j. Then, for any R ⊂ J and x ∈HR ∩ GR ,
it holds that
Q(C/R\R)= {˜x ∈ Rn−|J |+ : (x, x˜) ∈ QR}. (5)
Lemma 3. Given x = (x, x˜) ∈ Rn and R ⊂ J , x is an extreme point of QR if and only if
x = xR and x˜ is an extreme point of Q(C/R\R).
Proof. Assuming that x is an extreme point of QR , from Lemma 1 and (5), x = xR and
x˜ ∈ Q(C/R\R). Let us observe that if z˜ is a linear convex combination of points z˜i’s in
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Q(C/R\R), (xR, z˜) is a linear convex combination of points (xR, z˜i)’s in QR . Since x is an
extreme point of QR , x˜ has to be an extreme point of Q(C/R\R).
On the other hand, if x = xR and x˜ an extreme point of Q(C/R\R), x = (xR, x˜) ∈
QR . In addition, if x is a linear convex combination of points (xi, x˜i )’s in QR , x˜ is a
linear convex combination of points x˜i’s in Q(C/R\R). Since x˜ is an extreme point of
Q(C/R\R), x˜i = x˜ for all i. Moreover, since xR is a linear convex combination of points
xi’s inHR ∩ GR , xi = xR for all i. 
Now we have the following:
Theorem 4. Let x = (xT , x˜) an extreme point of QT , for some T ⊂ J and S be a minimal
subset of T such that w = (xS, x˜) ∈ Q. Then w is an extreme point of QS and also, w is an
extreme point of P¯J (Q).
Proof. Clearly x˜ ∈ Q(C/S\S). Observing that S ⊂ T implies Q(C/S\S) ⊂ Q(C/T \T ),
since x˜ is an extreme point of Q(C/T \T ), x˜ is an extreme point of Q(C/S\S). Therefore,
by Lemma 3, w is an extreme point of QS .
It remains to prove that w is an extreme point of P¯J (Q). Let w =∑R⊂J RwR a linear
convex combination of points (wR, w˜R)’s in QR . Let R ⊂ J with R > 0. Since wi = 0 for
all i ∈ S, S must be a subset of R or, equivalently, R ⊂ S. Again Q(C/R\R) ⊂ Q(C/S\S)
and w˜R ∈ Q(C/S\S). Since x˜ is an extreme point of Q(C/S\S) and x˜ =∑R⊂J Rw˜R ,it
follows that w˜R = x˜. By the minimality of S, R must be equal to S, proving that w is an
extreme point of P¯J (Q). 
Corollary 5. P¯J (Q) is an integral polyhedron if and only if Q(C/R\R) is an integral
polyhedron for all R ⊂ J . Equivalently, P¯J (Q)= Q∗ if and only if C/R\R is ideal for all
R ⊂ J .
Proof. If C/R\R is ideal for all R ⊂ J , from Lemma 3 follows that QR is an integral
polyhedron for all R ⊂ J and then P¯J (Q) also is. To see the converse, if x˜ is a fractional
extreme point of Q(C/R\R) for some R ⊂ J , (xR, x˜) is an extreme point of QR . From
Theorem 4 follows that there exists S ⊂ R with (xS, x˜) a fractional extreme point of P¯J (Q),
and P¯J (Q) = Q∗. 
Assertion (A) in the abstract is a direct consequence of the following:
Theorem 6. P¯J (Q)= Q∗ if and only if P¯J (Q(b(C)))= [Q(b(C))]∗.
Proof. By Corollary 5, P¯J (Q) = Q∗ if and only if C/R\R is ideal for all R ⊂ J . Then
P¯J (Q) = Q∗ if and only if b(C/R\R) = b(C)/R\R is ideal for all R ⊂ J . Using again
Corollary 5, the theorem is proved. 
Finally, in order to prove (B) in the abstract, we work on extreme points of [P¯J (Q)]B.
We have the following:
Lemma 7. Let S ⊂ J and =(xS, ˜).Then,  ∈ [P¯J (Q)]B if and only if˜ ∈ [Q(C/S\S)]B.
Moreover, if  is an extreme point of [P¯J (Q)]B then ˜ is an extreme point of [Q(C/S\S)]B.
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Proof. If  ∈ [P¯J (Q)]B, we must show that ˜x˜1 for all x˜ ∈ Q(C/S\S). Given x˜ ∈
Q(C/S\S) let us deﬁne x = (xS, x˜). Clearly, x ∈ QS ⊂ P¯J (Q) and x1. Since ˜x˜ = x,
we have that ˜ ∈ [Q(C/S\S)]B.
For the converse, if ˜ ∈ [Q(C/S\S)]B, it is enough to show that x1 for every extreme
point x of P¯J (Q). Given x = (x, x˜) an extreme point of P¯J (Q), there exists R ⊂ J such
that x = (xR, x˜) and x˜ ∈ Q(C/R\R). Hence, x = |R ∩ S| + ˜x˜. If R ∩ S = ∅, x1. If
R∩S=∅,R ⊂ S andQ(C/R\R) ⊂ Q(C/S\S).Then, x˜ ∈ Q(C/S\S) and then x=˜x˜1.
Finally, if ˜ is a linear convex combination of points ˜i’s in [Q(C/S\S)]B,  is a linear
convex combination of points (xS, ˜i )’s in [P¯J (Q)]B. It follows that if  is an extreme point
of [P¯J (Q)]B then ˜ is an extreme point of [Q(C/S\S)]B. 
We ﬁnally prove (B) stated in the abstract.
Theorem 8. P¯J ([P¯J (Q)]B)= QB.
Proof. Since [Q(b(C))]∗=QB ⊂ [P¯J (Q)]B ⊂ Q(b(C)), it follows thatQB ⊂ P¯J ([P¯J (Q)]B).
It only remains to prove that the polyhedron P¯J ([P¯J (Q)]B) is integral. Let  be an extreme
point of P¯J ([P¯J (Q)]B). From Corollary 2, = (xR, ˜) for some R ⊂ J and by the previous
lemma, ˜ ∈ [Q(C/R\R)]B.
Besides, if ˜ is a linear convex combination of points ˜i ∈ [Q(C/R\R)]B for i=1, . . . , k,
 is a linear convex combination of points zi = (xR, ˜i ) with zi ∈ P¯J ([P¯J (Q)]B) for
i=1, . . . , k. Since  is an extreme point of P¯J ([P¯J (Q)]B), we conclude that ˜ is an extreme
point of [Q(C/R\R)]B = [Q(b(C)/R\R)]∗, then ˜ is integral. 
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